LASSEN COUNTY MAP
Landforms

1. Label the grid 1 to 6 on the north side and A to H on the east side.

2. Label Honey Lake, Eagle Lake, and Susanville.

3. Color the lakes blue and trace the rivers blue.

4. Label the following mountains using the grid:

   D1  Mt. Lassen    D4  Antelope Peak
   B2(north)  Bald Mountain   E4 (east) Thompson Peak
   E4 (west)  Diamond Mountain  D5  Shaffer Mountain
   B5  McDonald Peak   E6  Skedaddle Mountains
   C4  Fredonyer Peak   C5  Snowstorm Mountain
   D3  Roop Mountain    B2 (south) Blacks Mountain
   C2  Harvey Mountain

5. Complete the map key to match your coloring.
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